Bowed Harp features samples from an autoharp played with a pick and an
EBow. The autoharp is a string instrument similar to a zither. The EBow is a
battery-powered electronic device for playing string instruments (like an
electric guitar), producing a sound reminiscent of using a bow on the strings.
Bowed Harp lets you mix these two sources to create unique plucked and
pad sounds. Both sources also feature a selection of 12 impulse responses (4
reverbs, 4 cabinets, 4 effects) to further mangle the sounds.

Speci fications
•
•
•
•
•

14 Kontakt Instruments (.nki)
5 Round Robin samples
Up to 3 Velocity Layers
160 Samples (48kHz / 24Bit)
Formats: Kontakt and WAV

Installation
Once the AudioThing_Bowed_Harp.rar file is downloaded, unzip it using
WinRar or UnRarX or a similar type of software. It is recommended that you
preserve the internal folder structure, but you can also place the instruments
and samples into separate folders. Kontakt will ask for the new path the first
time you run the instrument. Kontakt 5 or higher is required to run the
instrument. For a limited period of time, Kontakt Player will run a limited demo
version of this library.
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License
The license of this product is granted only to a single user for how many
computers he/she has. All sounds and samples in this product are licensed,
but not sold, to you by AudioThing for commercial and non-commercial use in
music, sound-effect, audio/video post-production, performance, broadcast or
similar content creation and production.
This license expressly forbids any unauthorized use of the content of this
library or any AudioThing library by another sample instrument or loop,
samples or SFX library of any kind, without our express written consent.

Thank You
Thank you for buying Bowed Harp! We hope you will have as much fun using
this product as we had making it.
For help or any question, feel free to mail us: info@audiothing.net
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